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INTRODUCTION TO GRAPHIC DESIGN
Christian

The entry to serve God with your creativity.



What is my role 
as a Christian graphic designer

in 21st century?



JEFFREY VEEN,
Vice President of Products for Adobe

I’ve been amazed at how often 
those outside the discipline of 
design assume that 
what designers do is decoration. 
GOOD DESIGN IS PROBLEM SOLVING.



Repent, 
for the kingdom of heaven 
has come near.



Your role for the nation.





Your role for global issues.



UNICEF
2.5 million people are being 
sold each year making modern 
day slavery one of the biggest 
organized crime in the world. 

MODERN DAY SLAVERYMODERN DAY SLAVERY



MODERN DAY SLAVERYMODERN DAY SLAVERY

6849 people are being sold today.
428 by the end of this workshop.



Your role for the Gospel.



Year 2012 census
Christians (9.1%)

non-Christians (90.9%)



26,524,576 
do not know God.
out of 29,179,952 total Malaysia population



You are the salt of the earth.







Then the Lord said to me, “Make a large signboard and clearly write this 
name on it: Maher-shalal-hash-baz.” (means “Swift to plunder and quick to 
carry away”) I asked Uriah the priest and Zechariah son of Jeberekiah, both 
known as honest men, to witness my doing this.

Then I slept with my wife, and she became pregnant and gave birth to a son. 
And the Lord said, “Call him Maher-shalal-hash-baz. For before this child is 
old enough to say ‘Papa’ or ‘Mama,’ the king of Assyria will carry away both 
the abundance of Damascus and the riches of Samaria.”

Isaiah 8
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You are a prophet for the nation.



Your design has to be PROPHETIC.



PROPHETIC = (TECHNIQUE + THEOLOGY) x SPIRIT



TECHNIQUE 

IDEATION #1 
Exploration: Go for the quantity



TECHNIQUE 



TECHNIQUE 



TECHNIQUE 

IDEATION #2
Association: Out-of-the-box thinking



TECHNIQUE 



EXECUTION #1 Design theory

TECHNIQUE 



TECHNIQUE 

Contrast

Repetition

Proximity

Alignment



TECHNIQUE 

“Intro to Graphic Design” by elemICT



TECHNIQUE 

EXECUTION #2



TECHNIQUE EXECUTION #2

I AM NOT ASHAMED
OF MY ARTWORK!!!



THEOLOGY



THEOLOGY

Greek,  theología.
theo-    God
-logy    the study of



THEOLOGY

I don't claim to be knowledgeable 
about theology. Most of my knowledge 
comes out of my experience and the 
lessons in the Bible. 



THEOLOGY
A B

C D



SPIRIT



LECTIO DIVINA

SPIRIT





ONE LAST THING





OBSESSED


